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Traditionally, brick-and-mortar stores knew 
activity only at the front door and at POS 

Everything else was a black hole devoid of 
any real data other than subjective, 
anecdotal evidence

The 
Problem



The 
Answer

We track the journey of every 
shopper in-store with our unique 
technology passively and 
anonymously

Measure Customer Flow

We transform the data into 
meaningful analytics to 
maximise strategic decisions

Actionable Insights



Our 
Secret 
Sauce
We install tiny devices in carts and baskets 
preserving the privacy of the shopper 

A group of antennae located in the ceiling 
broadcast each journey to the cloud 

The deployment is done in less than three 
days with minor work in the store



Crystal 
Clear 
Metrics Easily monitor multiple trends 

existing from day one: 

Duration of shopping visits 
Section’s cross-correlation 
Foot traffic per section 
Visitors per section 
Dwell time in hotspots 
Average journey length 
Heat Maps per time and visits 
Interactive flow diagrams  
… and many more!

Custom SaaS Analytics



Benefits 
All Over Our technology outperforms  

up to 10 times the competition  
Preserving shopper’s privacy

Highly Accurate

We do not rely on the shopper’s 
smartphone or cameras 

No Apps and Camera-free

Choose the analytics and 
custom metrics that you prefer 

Tailored Dashboard
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Operations  
In-Store 



To easily find blind spots and align  
staffing schedules to traffic.  
You can add KPIs on top to understand  
the traffic patterns straightforwardly

Heat 
Maps



Stop guessing what happens with your clients 
and put real numbers to their behaviour 

You can measure the correlation between any 
different areas of your store 

Flow 
Maps



Measure the productivity of store staff, and how 
would better aligning staffing to traffic peaks impact 
both staff productivity and store performance

Staff 
Aligning
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Category  
Metrics 



Optimise lighting, music or digital signage 
based on their impact on traffic, conversion, 
visit duration, and ultimately sales. 

Hotspot 
Tracking



 Category  
Duration

THURSDAY
SATURDAY9:00 AM 1:00 PM 5:00 PM 10:00 PM

13 seg

72 seg



Measure customer flow in-store based on 
thousands of shoppers determining the impact 
and attraction of each category from the 
principal corridor

Accurate 
Flows



Measure customer directions inside the store. 
Some promotions might be wrong placed in 
heading shelves and promotional areas

Direction 
Flows



Category 
Correlation

A green row represents that shoppers 
not only passes through a category 
but also through more: long journeys

A green column represents that a 
category is very popular. Shoppers 
are loyal to that category.



Category 
Correlation

Which is the probability of a shopper who 
stops in the deodorant shelve to stop in 
the milk expositor at the same journey? 

76%
Decisions, promotions and product 
placement ready to boost cross-selling 
in-store

+



MON 15-17h

TUE 17-19h

WED 9-11h

SUN 11-15h

SAT 11-13h

WED 19-20h
SAT 19-20h

MON 10-11h

duration

traffic Opportunity  
Windows



Further 
Analysis

Which is the conversion rate of each product in this category? 
Which is the stopping power of this category? 
How many times in average a shopper visit this category during the journey? 
Which is the bounce rate for this category? 
Which is the next destination category after this? 
Where are shoppers coming from? 
Does this category belong to long journeys? 
Which is the rate of trolleys versus baskets for this category?  
Which is the ignore rate for this category? 
Which is the foot traffic in the original placement versus the promotional area?

Extend your insights to the next level



Measure 
Everything
ACQUISITION This KPI’s are extracted at a store-level 
Available Shoppers (AS) - Shoppers walking outside the store 
Store Traffic (ST) - People inside the store, a.k.a Traffic 
Capture Rate (CR) - (ST)/(AS)

SALES This KPI’s are extracted at a store-level 
Sales (S) - Customer sales net of return 
Transactions (T) - Number of sales or tickets 
Sales Conversion (SC) - (S) / (ST) 
Sales Per-Shopper (SPS) - (T) / (ST)

LOYALTY This KPI’s are extracted at a store-level 
Visit Frequency (VF) - Average number of times a shopper visit the store in 30 days 
Repeat Shoppers (RS) - Percentage of shoppers that have come inside the store before 
Engagement Rate (ER) - Percentage of people that spend more than X minutes inside 
Bounce Rate (BR) - Percentage of people that spend less than Y minutes inside the store 
Visit Duration (VD) - Average time shoppers spend in-store 
Journey Length (JL) - Average distance a shopper traverse around the store



Measure 
Everything
PRODUCT This KPI’s are extracted at a product-level 
Exposure (E) - Number of times a shopper passes close to a specific product 
Retention (R) - Average time a shopper spend in front of a particular product 
Cross-Visiting (CV) - Top-related products visited for a certain product 
Brand Cross-Visiting (BCV) - Top-related products (of a specific brand ) visited for a product 
Competitive-Visiting (CMV) - Top-competitive products visited for a certain product 

AISLES This KPI’s are extracted at a category-level 
Aisle Walkers (AW) - Number of shoppers that did visit a certain aisle 
Aisle Ignorers (AI) - Number of shoppers that did not visit a certain aisle 
Aisle Visit Duration (AVD) - Average time shoppers spend in a certain aisle 
Aisle Cross-Visiting (ACV) - Top-related aisles visited from a certain aisle 
Success Buyers (SB) - (AW) that did buy something from this aisle 
Browsing Rejectors (BR) - (AW) that did not buy anything from this aisle  
Power Aisle Traffic (PAT) - Number of shoppers that visit a power aisle 
Power Aisle Exposure (PAE) - (PAT)/(AW) for a certain product 

( BR and SB cannot be computed until V2) 



Measure 
Everything
TIMING This KPI’s are extracted at a store-level 
Power Hours (PH) - Visitors per hour of the week 
Day Demand (DD) - Accumulation of PH for a generic day 
Customer Engagement (CE) - Percentage of visitors for each different (VD) 
Queue Time (CQT) - Average time a shopper waits in the checkout area

MAPS This KPI’s are extracted at a store-level 
Real-Time Map (RTM) - Representation of a map of (AW) and (AVD) 
Heat Map (HM) - Representation of a map of (E) per point of the store 
Retention Map (RM) - Representation of a map of (R) per point of the store 
Heat Map Chart (HMC) - Numeric chart representation of the different areas of the (HM) 
Retention Map Chart (RMC) - Numeric chart representation of the different areas of the (RM)  
Total Flow Map (TFM) - Representation of a map of aggregated (ACV) 
Popular Flow Routes Map (PFRM) - Representation of top-3 aggregated (ACV) 
Blind Spots Map (BSM) - Representation of top (AI)
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Easy 
Maintenance 



Plug 
Play

02
Understand your store
We will examine your store layout and find 
any special feature that might be important 
for Proximus. We will estimate the number 
of sensors and tokens based on the size 
and foot traffic of your store.

03
Set up the scanners
This process requires 2-3 business days 
depending on the store extension. 
Proximus requires access to your Wi-Fi 
connection in the store. Our sensors can 
automatically jump captive portals!

04
Discover the magic
The system is ready! We teach you how to 
access to the dashboard and export the data. If 
there is still any variable that you miss, we give 
you one month to tell us and we will add it! 

05
Launch your campaigns
As many as you wish! Hand out the tokens at the 
entrance and start collecting the metrics. Tokens 
are up to 4 colours representing categories that 
you can use to cluster families, singles, etc.

06
Action your insights
Tweak new section plans and fixtures based on 
shopper dwelling time, A/B test the cafeteria 
promotions and identify high- and low-activity 
areas.

07
Monetise your infrastructure
Understand the store’s unique traffic patterns over time, 
with an ability to differentiate between shoppers and sales 
associates and measure the productivity of store staff.

01
We listen to you
We have already worked with retailers; we 
understand most of your needs. However, 
we will schedule a meeting with you and 
study if there is any other variable you 
wish to measure.

&



Made  
Simple Our technical team will get in 

contact with you if any sensor 
device fails. we can supervise 
them remotely.

12/7 Service
4

We send you a new unit in 24h 
and charge only for the failure 
component.

Replacing the antennae
V

Receive a set of customised tokens 
classified and ready to work.

Add tokens when needed
Ä



International  
Solution
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